2018 Amsterdam Movement Sciences PhD-day

Program

Introduction AMS for 1st year PhD-candidates

Start program for all PhD-candidates

‘PhD project presentation of the year’-award 2018

Submit an abstract, present for (also for 1st year PhD-candidates)

Workshop

Movement & Drinks (until 17.30)

Date

October, 26th 2018

Start

8.30 AM for 1st year AMS PhD-candidates

9.30 AM for all other PhD-candidates

Location

De Veranda
Amstelveenseweg 764
1081 JK Amsterdam
‘PhD project presentation of the year’-award 2018

This year at the AMS PhD day (26-10-2018) the AMS ‘PhD project presentation of the year’-award 2018 will be granted. You can compete for this award by submitting an abstract and giving a presentation at the AMS PhD day. The best presentation (which not necessarily means best content!) will be awarded the AMS ‘Present your PhD’-award, which contains a contribution of €150,- for your promotion.

If you would like to have a chance at the award you have to submit an abstract about (part of) your PhD project before the 1st of October. The abstract can have a maximum length of 500 words. It should at least contain the aim of the project and the (expected) implications, but it is not obligatory to present any results (so abstracts about protocols are welcome).

A selection of the abstracts will be made for a 5-min pitch at the AMS PhD day. This selection will contain the best abstracts from the different research programs of AMS.

You can submit your abstract in a word document to PhDcommissie.AMS@gmail.com. The presenting authors will be notified with the abstract evaluation results by the 8th of October.